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China Welcome Training 

Capela China delivers internationally accredited training to tourism and retail businesses to support 

and guide both managers and front-line staff in welcoming Chinese visitors. Participation qualifies an 

organisation for FREE membership of VisitBritain's GREAT China Welcome. 

 

Capela China represents the China Outbound Tourism Research Institute (COTRI) in the UK. COTRI 

is the world's leading independent research institute for information, training, quality assessment, 

research and consulting relating to Chinese outbound tourism. This training programme was devised 

by COTRI and is continuously updated with UK content by Capela China. 
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China Welcome Training (Quality Host – one day) 

This course equips both customer-facing and marketing-oriented individuals with  

valuable insights into the motivations for China’s outbound tourism and the  

expectations and needs of Chinese visitors to the UK. There are 4 modules: 

1 Chinese Travellers Abroad  

Useful, relevant and practical background information about Chinese outbound tourism, particularly 

into the UK. 

2 Chinese tourists’ motivation, needs, expectations and behaviour 

Chinese attitudes towards foreign travel, why they travel, what they hope to achieve through 

travelling, with particular focus on shopping and eating habits. Also looks at different types of traveller. 

3 Product adaptation and Marketing 

How to tailor your individual product or service to best match Chinese needs and expectations. 

Creating a story to make your destination or product memorable, ways of establishing your name and 

reputation in China. 

4 Chinese language, service and ambience 

Communicating with or without knowing the language. Ways to use Chinese with signs and 

technology to compensate for not speaking the language. Service expectations of Chinese 

customers. 
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CTW Quality Label (certification for businesses) 

If 2 or more delegates from an organisation complete the China Welcome training  

course, it automatically qualifies for the COTRI Quality Label at no extra charge.  

This certification is well recognised in China, illustrating your commitment to  

the Chinese market. 

CTW Destination Label (certification for destinations) 

A city or region may, through arranging local China Welcome training, be  

promoted in China as a destination which welcomes Chinese visitors.  

Destination Label status offers a range of benefits to DMOs leading to greater  

exposure and awareness in Chinese trade and/or consumer markets.  
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